Urban Crisis Looked Into At ODK Mortar Conference

The urban crisis—its roots, its impact, and the search for solutions—captured the attention of 190 students this past weekend, as they turned their minds from the classroom and books to urban problems and to their roles in the American crisis.

The conference sponsored by ODK and Mortar Board at Camp Kern offered an opportunity for students to exchange ideas and experiences, to hear such noted speakers as Daniel Raschow, Baily Turner, Martin Garofalo, Jack Hansen, John Murphy, and Richard Baker discuss the elements of current problems, and to intelligently explore the possible, immediate means that threaten this society. The objective, simply, was to "discover." While serving as an arrow for heated debate, the conference provided a place to blend realistic goals and practical means, to become familiar with the real issues, and to air frustrations.

The discussion periods focused on most of the tangible ills that confront urban families in 1968: ineffective educational facilities, housing and welfare limitations, all of which Mr. Hansen condemned, coupled with the evidence from recent elections of people adamantly resisting change; and the failure of organized religion to give real aid.

One of the high points of the conference was the presentation of Leroi Jones' "The Slave," a contemporary drama which enables students to take a glimpse (Continued on page 12)
New Meds Tampons make you feel only a little more secure.

But that's a lot.

Meds exclusive design gives you this extra security: an outer layer of larger fibers to absorb faster, blended with an inner layer of tiny fibers to store more, longer.

Comes in the first gentle, flexible plastic applicator.
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MARSHA EDGAR LIVES!

HONDA — '66, Red, Case, Make Offer 475-4627.
FOR SALE — 1968 109 CC HONDA CB 77, 1,800 miles,登錄12,300. BARGAIN CORVAIR MONZA, '65, APPOX ALL THE EXTRAS! GREAT CONDITION! 82-0068.
Rasic for Rent on Hazel Ave., for male student. $50 per mo. Refrig. & street parking. 261-1932.

New York: A Yemeni man and his two sons have been taken by officials in New York concerning an attempt on the life of President-elect Richard Nixon. Details of the incident were not available for immediate release, UPI reported.

LINDSAY IN TROUBLE
New York: Small property owners, off-duty police, picketing teachers, and disgruntled housewives are deep in an anti-Lindsay campaign, UPI sources report. Republican governor Rockefeller says he has no intention of taking any action concerning the unspecified charges being made against Lindsay.

COLLEGE COSTS UP
Washington: College costs are up 23% over 1963 averages, AP reports. Most schools that didn't have increases this year reported them last year.

PRoSESENT HUMPHREY?
Bloomington, Ind.: According to UPI, reports are that defeated Hubert Humphrey may be offered the presidency after all—that of Indiana University. One official confirmed that the offer was discussed at least informally. Statements attributed to HHII say that he might be interested in dropping out of politics for a university-level teaching or administrative position.

TREMOR ROCKS MIDWEST
From Cinci Enquirer wires: An earthquake, a rarity in the Midwest, was felt in 19 states Saturday. Though damage was recorded in some places, none was reported in Cincinnati.

BARGAIN! CORVAIR MONZA '65, 77, Call 761-1585 Between 12-5 p.m.

FOR SALE — 1966 305.-5932.

BARGAIN 4-SPEED, ALL THE EXTRAS! GREAT CONDITION! 321-0008.

Telephone. Approved by University.

ARMAMENT INCREASE
Washington: UPI reports that U.S. reconnaissance flights over North Vietnam show no unusual supply or troop movement to the South during the bombing halt. During previous halts, there has been noticeable increase in such movement.

CAMBODIAN BORDER FIGHTING LIKELY
Saigon: (From the AP wire) The shift of the 18,000-man U.S. First Air Cavalry Division has renewed prospects for large-scale fighting along the Cambodian border. It is expected to start relentless force against an estimated 15,000 to 20,000 enemy troops stationed along invasion routes to Saigon.

SOVIET WITHDRAWAL BY MID-DECEMBER
Prague: All but about 100,000 Soviet troops will be withdrawn from Czechoslovakia by mid-December, UPI reports. Indications were that all but the permanent garrison agreed to by the Czech leadership would go home.

NIXON ASSASSINATION PLOT
New York: Small property owners, off-duty police, picketing teachers, and disgruntled housewives are deep in an anti-Lindsay campaign, UPI sources report. Republican governor Rockefeller says he has no intention of taking any action concerning the unspecified charges being made against Lindsay.

COLLEGE COSTS UP
Washington: College costs are up 23% over 1963 averages, AP reports. Most schools that didn't have increases this year reported them last year.

PRÉSIDENT HUMPHREY?
Bloomington, Ind.: According to UPI, reports are that defeated Hubert Humphrey may be offered the presidency after all—that of Indiana University. One official confirmed that the offer was discussed at least informally. Statements attributed to HHII say that he might be interested in dropping out of politics for a university-level teaching or administrative position.

TREMOR ROCKS MIDWEST
From Cinci Enquirer wires: An earthquake, a rarity in the Midwest, was felt in 19 states Saturday. Though damage was recorded in some places, none was reported in Cincinnati.

SANDPIPERS
CONCERT — DANCE
MUSIC HALL
Friday Nov. 22
$5 Per Couple

TIickets Available
NEWMAN CENTER
LANCES
UNION DESK
DINO'S MEN'S SHOP

10th Annual International Folk Festival
Presented by UC International Club

folk festival @
saturday, November 16th 8 p.m. great hall L.U.C.
reception to follow adult donation $1.00
children donation $0.50 bill nimmo — master of ceremonies
Tuesday, November 12, 1968

One college does more than broaden horizons. It sails to them, and beyond.

Now there's a way for you to know the world around you first-hand. A way to see the things you've read about, and study as you go.

The way is a college that uses the Parthenon as a classroom for a lecture on Greece, and illustrates Hong Kong's floating societies with an hour's ride on a harbor sampan.

Every year Chapman College's World Campus Afloat takes two groups of 500 students out of their classrooms and opens up the world for them. And you can be one of the 500. Your new campus is the s.s. Ryndam, equipped with modern educational facilities and a fine faculty. You'll have a complete study curriculum as you go. And earn a fully-accredited semester while at sea.

Chapman College is now accepting enrollments for Spring '69 and Fall '69 semesters. Spring '69 circles the world, from Los Angeles through the Orient, India, South Africa, to New York. Fall '69 leaves New York for Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, South America, ending in Los Angeles.

The world is there. Here's a good way for you to find out what's happening. Send for our catalog with the coupon at right.

Safety Information: The s.s. Ryndam, registered in the Netherlands, meets International Safety Standards for new ships developed in 1968 and meets 1966 fire safety requirements.

World Campus Afloat
Director of Admissions
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666

Please send your catalog detailing curricula, courses offered, faculty data, admission requirements and any other facts I need to know.
What Is A Bearcat?

Ever wonder what a "Bearcat"—the four-legged variety—is? Well, you haven't given it the scrutiny that it deserves. Anyway, it's obvious; it's a, a, it looks sort of like an, um, it must be kind of similar to a, a bear, there must be one at the Zoo.

Well, there isn't one at the Zoo; as a matter of fact, there weren't any in anybody's zoo until recently. But an alert "Bearcat" fan in Midland, Texas informed us, through the good offices of Athlete Smith, that things are looking up. He sent Mr. Smith a clipping from the Tulsa Daily World which answers the question, "What is a Bearcat?"

"Gauhati, India (AP)-The bear cat, long believed extinct in India, has been rediscovered in a remote area of Assam state and one caught there recently is reported to be the only one in captivity. The bear cat looks like a civet cat or raccoon from the front, a bear from the side, and is also known as a lesser of common panda or hingurung. It feeds on plants, fish, and small animals in the Himalayas."

Next question, please.

A Needed Change

Most of our readers probably saw nothing unusual about the beer advertisement which appeared in last Friday's (Nov. 8) edition of the News Record. Yet this ad, and those which will follow, give quiet testimony to the sorry state of a long-standing University policy of prohibiting advertisements for brewery products in the University media.

The question of the propriety of beer ads was most recently resolved by the Executive Committee of the CCM, acting on behalf of WFIB. A committee appointed recently exhumed by the Executive Committee of the CCM on behalf of WFIB, has made tremendous progress in the consideration of the problem. After comprehensive study the committee prepared a report which proposed that the prevailing University policy be changed. The rationale behind the proposal, the necessity to enable access to beer advertising put WFIB in a disadvantageous position relative to other commercial stations, which also rely heavily on advertising revenue for their continued operation. The News Record had been in a similar position; since the bulk of its income comes from advertising, it was left to the side as a disadvantage by being cut off from a promising source of revenue. The committee's resolution was ratified by Senate (with only one dissenting vote), and passed on for the consideration of the Board of Directors, who then gave their approval to brewery advertising.

We are of the opinion that the Board of Directors acted wisely. The increased revenue which will result from beer advertising will allow both WFIB and the Board of Directors flexibility in their operations, as well as removing unnecessary handicaps from their business operations.

It should also be noted that this section does not imply a statement at this time of approval of beer advertising on campus. The issue has been resolved by the committee on the part of either WFIB or the Board of Directors. No doubt the time is fast approaching when this question will bubbled to the surface and a final settlement is inevitable.

Stan Leuco

Reflections...*

Editor's Note: The following column appeared in the November 17 issue of The Daily World under the title "Protestor's Presidential Plea" and was so widely read in Precocious Premise".

The column last night, with the aim of their truthful intentions, was by the winners of each state's Presidential contest with only a few signatures. These predictions, along with the above statement, would combine to make TV's coverage of the elections a marred as our age.

I feel sorry for the people of today, when all our media will share in the benefits of our democracy. They don't have a chance to take a moment's reflection to see how bad the news could be in only a city to events would have been like. For instance, the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor probably would have been reported something like this. The News Record in New York. We interrupt this broadcast to announce that Pearl Harbor has been bombed. Reports have been conflicting and little is known; however, we are still unable to ascertain who's responsible for the damage. An investigation of Japanese war planes is under way and a decision will be made during the course of the day.

Frank: Don't say too far in advance that it isn't possible.

Frank: Then you say that you don't know it, and it is none of our business what the U.S. government is responsible for.

We ill, Weil, Weil, Weil.

Clinton Hewan

Answer to A 'Cincinnati Liberal'

In an article appearing in the Nov. 2, edition of the News Record entitled "Which Way Should We Turn?" I was taken to task by the editor-in-chief of the Olympic demonstration which was sponsored by John Carlos. In his traditional Clintonian style, the author deliberately or otherwise attempts to project me as one of the "horrified" White Americans. I am, however, apparent that what this country needs now is a new approach to the human problem which can be accomplished is to show the hard job of paying my salary, and in turn humiliated in the course of which we are bound.

In what I believe is an attempt to stone for the aim and stricken With Pain of humiliation, I clearly stated that the demonization by these two athletes is in essence one of the most significant and meaning words that are the Civil Rights Crusade. To me it seems that the civil rights movement have been successful in the Civil Rights Crusade. To me it seems.

To my suggestion that the author deliberately or otherwise attempts to project me as one of the "horrified" White Americans, I am, however, apparent that what this country needs now is a new approach to the human problem which can be accomplished is to show the hard job of paying my salary, and in turn humiliated in the course of which we are bound.

I am, however, apparent that what this country needs now is a new approach to the human problem which can be accomplished is to show the hard job of paying my salary, and in turn humiliated in the course of which we are bound.

The Majority of White Americans dream of a world where all people, who support practice or even dream up the things they believe. They also feel their flag is the symbol of freedom. What will be the question, do you believe that freedom is a right? I will believe that freedom is a right.

Frank: But, why do you believe that freedom is a right?
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Letters To The Editor...
The Defense For Ludlow Hall

Letter to the Editor:
Recently, the News Record printed an article implying that the Dean of Men's office, particularly Mr. Gary Penfield, was taking no action on the problems of Ludlow Hall. Unfortunate timing was the reason behind the printing of this article.

When Chris Kennedy, president of Ludlow, was interviewed by the News Record, he had as yet received no definite answers from his discussions with Mr. Penfield. However, Mr. Penfield had been making an effort to solve Ludlow's problems. The paper was printed and ready for distribution when the improvements Ludlow residents had awaited were granted. These improvements consisted of regular bus transportation to and from campus, and the installation of four new phones.

The article also gave the impression that the Ludlow residents were dissatisfied with living in Ludlow Hall. In spite of numerous inconveniences, a majority of the men prefer Ludlow Hall to any other men's residence hall on campus.

Chris Kennedy
University College, '72

Boycott Goodies
To the Editor:
It is imperative that the students of this University boycott Goodies Record Shop. We have been challenged to assert student power against the reactionaries in our community. Now that it has been brought to our attention that the proprietor of Goodies is not merely a rank and file member of the American Independent Party, but a big man in the local Wallace organization, we should take action. If we buy records from Goodies, we are indirectly financing Wallace politics.

Boycott Goo~lies

Sheaffer's big deal gets you through
29 term papers, 3 book reports, 17 exams,
52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.

Sorry about that.
Sheaffer's big deal means you can write twice as long. Because you get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar ballpoint plus an extra long-writing 49¢ refill free. All for just a dollar.

The world's longest writing dollar ballpoint pen. SHEAFFER®

Interviews For:
Sales and Sales Management
Training Program
This Program is designed to develop young college graduates for careers in life insurance sales and sales management. It provides an initial training period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at a Home Office School) before moving into full sales work.

Those trainees who are interested in and who are found qualified for management responsibility are assured of ample opportunity to move on to such work in either our field offices or in the Home Office after an initial period in sales.

Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities for those accepted.

Willard W. Van Epps, C.L.U.
Tuesday, November 19
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Connecticut Mutual Life

INDULGE IN AN
EPICUREAN ORGY
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT AT
FOR
$1.00
5-12 p.m.
314 Ludlow Avenue

THE WORLD'S
LONGEST
WRITING
DOLLAR
BALLPOINT PEN.
Langsam OK's NR, FIB Ads

In a letter dated November 8, President Walter Langsam announced that from now on the UC publications may accept beer advertisements.

The change of policy, stemming from the November UC Board of Directors meeting, is the result of the Student Senate resolution of October 9. At that time, campus station WFIB was told that they could not accept an advertisement from a local brewery because of a new out-dated university policy which forbade such advertising in the News Record (WFIB was determined equivalent to the NR). WFIB then took its problems to the Senate; the October 9 resolution, which recommended the change of policy, resulted.

Dean Thompson, graduate assistant and advisor to WFIB, stated that added revenue from the beer advertising would allow them to completely equip all residence halls with transmitters.

Prowler in Daniels

A prowler in Daniels Hall caused hysteria throughout the dorm Thursday night, November 7. Campus police, however, looking for a young, tall student in a thorough search found nothing.

A prowler in Daniels Hall caused hysteria throughout the dorm Thursday night, November 7. Campus police, however, looking for a young, tall student in a thorough search found nothing.

See walking down stairs through a door window, the man was one of the many prowlers, vandals, and obscene callers plaguing UC dorms this quarter. Reports have come in from Scioto of "strange men walking in during open hours," and around the campus there have been large groups of students roaming around Daniels and the Union after dark. Obscene calls have delayed the dorms, also. Morgan's residents have been bothered by excessive bell ringing.

A rumor of a mad killer to appear in November has circulated the UC campus. The prediction calls for the hatchet slaying of 45 co-eds in dormitories and sorority houses around the campus. The predictions are accredited to Joan Dixon, E.S.P. specialist who predicted the Kennedy assassination. When the NR checked with the Enquirer who curry the Joan Dixon column daily, the Enquirer could find no record of such a report having been made by Miss Dixon.

To help prevent these intrusions, dormitory girls should report seeing any male above lobby floor with a pink visitor's button. Do not talk to him, return to your room and call the desk or the campus police. Also, girls should not accept obscene calls. When a call is offensive, hang up and dial the Campus Operator who can possibly trace the call. Walking alone on campus after dark is dangerous, too, for co-eds. Should the girl be attacked, the best defense is to scream, which frightens the attacker and summons help. These safety measures must be followed for protection.

IMPROVED MACHINERY INC.

NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03060

An Equal Opportunity Employer

 Ticket price
Students and Faculty only $2.00
Tickets available at University Center Ticket Desk, or call
475-4553
CCM 'Gets The TV Picture'

by Cliff Radel

"Greg Cook fades back and tosses the bomb for a fifty yard touchdown against Ohio U. Now, for a UC T.V. instant replay from our isolated camera."

These excerpts and many more will be repeated, when the Radio and Television majors video-tape the game next week between the Bearcats and the Bobcats in Nippert Stadium. The video taping will constitute the major assignment for the advanced students in television directing.

The complete taping will involve sixty students with four cameras. The work is being done entirely by students of the CCM Radio and Television department. The instructor in charge is Mr. Bruce Fisher.

"The real unique situation that exists here is that no other university in the country is doing a football broadcast solely directed and produced by students," said Mr. Fisher. Along with the instant reply and the isolated camera there will be on the field, interviews, specialfirm titles, and a shotgun microfilm. All these techniques are used by the major networks in the coverage of professional and college football, but the unique aspect is that it is being done by a group of "supposedly" amateur broadcasters.

The coverage will include pre-game, post-game, and a halftime coverage of the band show. The video tape replay, in black and white, will occur on November 18, in Studio C at the CCM.

The game will be sponsored by Shell Oil, First National Bank, and Arbie's. The play-by-play will be done by Bruce Asbury; the student co-ordinator is Dean Thompson. "The total cost will be only a couple of hundred dollars, which is really not much considering that this project is the only one that this group will be doing this quarter," said Mr. Fisher.

---

ABOUT TO BE MARRIED?

Better see me first about Metropolitan's policy that's so popular with newlyweds. It's designed particularly for the early years of marriage. For real happiness, plan your peace of mind now.

RICH THEDERS
411 LUDLOW AVE. CINCINNATI 221-3565

Michigan Tourist Council • Room 480, Stevens T. Mason Bldg. • Lansing, Mich. 48926

Please rush my free Michigan Ski Map.

NAME ____________________________
COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP ____________________________

Michigan Tourist Council Room 480, Stevens T. Mason Bldg. Lansing, Mich. 48926

Please rush my free Michigan Ski Map.

NAME ____________________________
COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP ____________________________

---
The grid game this weekend will feature more than just the Bearcats and the outstanding sophomore in the final-starting berth are seniors who lived with the team. Therefore full blame should not be placed on the forwards the man who has been most successful at that position has been Vince Lombardi. With final-starting berth are seniors who lived with the team. Therefore full blame should not be placed on Lombardi. Whatever the reason for the slow start, Dick Haucke, seller, when the sweet smell of greenbacks prove reward. But it has been a depth. Lombara...
Three Quarters Are All He Needs; Cook Unloads For 396 Air Yards

Jim O'Brien continued in his relentless pursuit of the NCAA scoring title Saturday by climbing up 19 points to his already record setting 68 points. His scores came on one touchdown, three field goals four extra points. Totalled together they give him 197 season points.

This total gives him one point less than the national leader "Mercury" Morris of West Texas State who scored three touchdowns this weekend to barely maintain his lead over O'Brien.

O'Brien, O.J. Simpson of Southern California who had been tied with Morris for the lead going into Saturday's action mustered two touchdowns to end the week with a total of 102 points trailing both Morris who has 108 points and O'Brien.

Besides O'Brien's scoring antics quarterback Greg Cook shared the spotlight, which is getting to be something of a habit with him. Despite playing only three quarters Cook hit for 396 yards completing 20-39. Cook hit well over his average for passing yardage and he did it in only three quarters, which leaves much speculation over the yardage. Cook could have mustered in the final quarter, if he had played.

However, Coach Rice gave his little used back up man, Jim Ousley, a chance at some action in that last quarter, well knowing that Ousley is the man he must count on for next year.

Bearkittens Lose; Season Ends 1-2

On Friday, November 8, the University of Cincinnati freshman football squad played the Miami University Frosh at Nippert Stadium with the anticipation of ending their season on a winning note. To the disappointment of the team, and the many fans who came out to cheer in the 45 degree weather, the Bearkittens made a valiant comeback, only to lose 13-28.

After spotting Miami a 26-0 half-time lead, the defense slowed down the winners by holding them scoreless in the third quarter and thus leaving the third period score the same as the second. In the fourth quarter, four Cincy scores, the last two coming within the final 65 seconds, brought the Bearkittens to within 5 points, only to have the clock run out against them. This final game loss ended the young frosh season with a 1-2 record.

High points for the freshman in the Miami game were the fine play of Albert Johnson running back punts, and the second half play of quarterback Ty Albert. Johnson, who is also the backup signal caller, return six Miami punts for a total of 156 yards, giving him an enviable 26 yard per return average. Ty Albert, the 5-4 youngster from Highspire, Pennsylvania, showed great point and determination by leading UC to four quarter scores. The three touch-down passes for the Bearkittens were a 22 yard toss to Ronnie Dunbar for the first score, a 23 yard aerial to Flanker Ken Behrens, and a 45 yard bomb to speedster Joe Walker for the final tally. The other UC score was a 5 yardumble by halfback Ray Kalinowski. Kalinowski gained 78 of the total 97 UC running yardage. Native Dan Miller's four perfect conversions provided the "too" the frosh needed just at the varsity's Jim O'Brien has done so much this year. A final bright spot in losing was the fine defensive play of Ray Emerson, Rick Cook, Marcus Evans, and Ron Erle.

Even though the Bearkittens did end their season with a losing record, even in defeat they appeared strong, and the Bearkittens' football of the future appears brighter because of their play.
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Larhmann's Pharmacy

FOOTBALL CONTEST

Place an "X" in the box of the team you think will win, Nov. 16. The estimate of total yardage gained by Cincinnati will be the tie breaker.

TOledo
Cincinnati
Xavier
Ohio State
Notre Dame
Missouri
Alabama
Colorado
Florida
Michigan St.

"YARDS WILL BE GAINED BY (Cincinnati - Ohio U.) game" Limit - 1 entry per person each week.

PRIZE: Turtle-Neck Sweater

Entries Must Be in the "U" Shop by (Nov. 15, 1968) Friday 6 p.m. preceding games

Contest Open to All Students

Name:
Address:
Phone:

LAST WEEK'S WINNERS

Mike Talis
2515 Burnet Ave.

Miami U. 
Ohio U. 
Tulane U. 
W.Va. U. 
Eastern Ky. U. 
Ohio State 
Bowling Green U. 
Purdue U. 
U. of Kentucky 
Eastern Michigan U. 
U. of Alabama

The University Shop
323 Calhoun
221-3515

DUFFS
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
ALL YOU CAN EAT
STEAK $2.39
CHICKEN $1.99

FRIDAY and SATURDAY NIGHTS
"THE OTHER BLUE"

OPEN UNTIL 2:30 a.m.
LIQUOR

COLONIAL LAUNDRY
NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS
TO BETTER SERVE YOU
299 W. McMillan
(Across from Hughes High)
and
2917 Glenwood
(behind the high rise dorms)

Proteet your hair with summer care by

"Larhmann's Pharmacy"
Complaint, question, suggestion? Write Brian Zarem's DIRECT LINE, 1040 Townsend Terrace, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45216. Include name and college or university position. This information will be held if desired. Sponsors-Student Senate.

Q: "Why are the students being trained in masses for an obstacle run without being given credit hours? I refer to the walkways between lot I and campus." Robert Ruskln, A&S '70.

A: "To begin with, the original schedule set for the Road Relocation Project, the root of all the current student traffic problems, contemplated completion of most of the new road by September 15, 1968. An 80-day carpenter's strike this past summer seriously affected the schedule so that we now are in the midst of work that should have been done through June, July, and August with minimal traffic interference. Because of other construction going on all around the new road project (near of Baldwin Hall, Central Utilities Building, and Brodie Science Engineering Center) we felt the shortest and only practical route from east of Campus to the University Center was via the Service Drive, up the new path and wood steps to north-west stadium gate and hence to the University Center. Unfortunately, we guessed wrong as to the width of the path and steps that were newly built. It is here that the students traffic back up to peak periods occurs. Very shortly we shall increase the steps from 8 ft. to 16 ft. wide and widen the path as much as the terrain will permit. Also, signs have been placed directing students to an alternate route up through the stadium.

We are in complete sympathy with Mr. Ruskln's complaint and wish we had a better plan to offer. Unfortunately, we do not until construction work on the project is much further along.

We will appreciate any suggestion the students have to offer. Please ask them to contact Mr. Richard Neidhard, ext. 4731, if they do." James J. Wenner, Director of Parking.

Q: "Under whose authority was the inane Muzak system installed in the University Center and the cafeteria? What is its cost? Why is it in operation? What purpose does this touch of 1984 serve? Is it what the students want?" Rob Godfrey, A&S senior.

A: "In response to your question about our "Muzak" system, it should be first clarified that we do not have a Muzak system. Presently we rely on FM music and the judgment of our Information Desk personnel to select appropriate music and radio stations, such as WGUC. Since there are no "pure" classical, semi-classical FM stations in this area, we experience difficulty in keeping our dial properly tuned." Thus, we receive criticism such as you recalled.

The Center does possess a tape system which can utilize Muzak or other commercial systems. This service was discontinued some time ago because of inadequate service and complaints about the quality-musical selections, etc. Due to the future, when funds are available, we hope to alter this equipment so that we may make and use our own tapes of semi- and classical music from the WGUC record collection. Any student or faculty member who would like to offer suggestions as to music these tapes should include, are encouraged to offer suggestions at the Information Desk." Joan Cochran, Director, Tangeman University Center.

Register for 1969 Cincinnati Student Center Desk through November 22.

"Ships" Part Time Work

Excellent Food and Beverages

THERE IS A BIG DIFFERENCE

SHIPLEY'S

214 W. McMillian St.

721-9660

41 Years Young

No Experience Necessary

Complete Training

For Personal Interview Call

Mr. Sharett 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

421-5323

(Continued from Page 1)

Part Time Work

2.3.0 4rd days a week

-2-10 SHIFT-

No Experience Necessary

Complete Training

For Personal Interview Call

Mr. Sharett 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

421-5323

ATTENTION:

daniels girls

friede fritzschwartz is coming

thursday

14th november

beware!!
Annie” Opens Thursday Nite

Thursday night ANNIE GET YOUR GUN will open in Wilson Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. The production will be produced in cooperation with U.C.’s Speech and Theatre Department and the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. The show has been in rehearsal for the past five weeks and has a cast of over forty. A full thirty-three piece orchestra will be used under the capable direction of Adrian Gnam of CCM.

The show also uses four children, Mini-Mummers from CCM, and ten leads. They will be performing in the new Lincoln Center version, for which a new song has been written, “No Business Like Show Business,” “Doing What Comes Naturally,” “I Got Lost in His Arms,” “Anything You Can Do,” “They Say Its Wonderful,” and “The Girl That I Marry.”

The Mummers Guild production uses six full stage sets all designed by Mr. Joseph Pacetti. ANNIE GET YOUR GUN uses 152 costume pieces flown in from New York. After its opening Thursday night it will run the following three nights with curtain at 8:30. Tickets for students and faculty are $2.00 and can be reserved at the Union Desk.

NEW ARLO GUTHRIE

As gently as possible, Arlo dissembles the known world with new tales and songs from Alice’s Restaurant. Live, in living color, and to be heard with ultra-high frequency and an open mind.

This Semester’s Epic Feast:
Out of 44 students in Advanced Fluid Dynamics, one without cracking a book.
Such magnificent nonchalance should not go unrewarded.

Carling Black Label
The Victory Beer.

JAMIE HAS TO BE SOMEBODY...

AND HE COULDCARE LESS WHO HE HURTS ALONG THE WAY!!!

World Wide Pictures presents

ENGLAND’S Sensational Young Star

CLIFF RICHARD

A Decidedly Different Experience In Love...

Two A Penny

Co-starring DORA BRYAN, AVRIL ANGERS, ANN HOLLOWAY, with BILLY GRAHAM as himself.

Music by MIKE LEADER. Written by STELLA UDDEN. Executive Producer FRANK R. JACOBSON. Directed by JAMES E. COLLIER.

Eastman Color.

Shinings Daily at 6:00 and 8:00 Fri., Sat. and Sun. Matinees at 12:00, 2:00 and 4:00.

Tickets available at all Popus stores or Two A Penny ticket office, Terrace Hilton Hotel, Suite 602 or call 381-8394.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

CINCINNATI SCENES

by Carolyn Williams (Regularly $7.95)

Student Special ••• $6.35*

PAGES & PRINTS

2622 Vine (overlooking U.C.)

ACropolis 1-4055

*Special ends Nov. 30

The University of Cincinnati

Educational Placement Office

The National Problems Explored
(Continued from page 1)

of the future for America that may lie ahead in the 1970's is stained by the hate, fear and death of a racial civil war. The tragedy delves into the principles that are vital in human relationships today, particularly pertinent to the conference-the conflict of static intellectualism and explosive reactionary involvement. The play symbolizes a warning-a plea for action now, for understanding now, for truth now.

The despair and frustration of the Slave were an underlying element throughout the conference. Practical ideas somehow often failed to reassure everyone that the problems they sought to define and, answer would really be solved, in time or at all. The uncertainties experienced at the conference are suggested in the lines from a popular Peter, Paul, and Mary song.

"... How many years can a mountain exist
Before it's washed to the sea?
How many years can some people exist
Before they're allowed to be free?
Yes, and how many times can a man turn his head,
Pretending he just doesn't see?
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind.
The answer is blowin' in the wind."

The real question lies in the possible truth of those closing lines.

Before it is washed to the sea?
How many years can some people exist?
Before they're allowed to be free?
Yes, and how many times can a man turn his head?
Pretending he just doesn't see?
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind.
The answer is blowin' in the wind.

... How many years can a mountain exist
Before it is washed to the sea?
How many years can some people exist
Before they're allowed to be free?
Yes, and how many times can a man turn his head,
Pretending he just doesn't see?
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind.
The answer is blowin' in the wind.

The real question lies in the possible truth of those closing lines.

U.S. Urban Problems Explored

Visit with us
Monday November 18, 1968

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

... and discuss with us our new Model of Patient Care. We will be delighted to discuss employment and educational opportunities that are available for you as a Professional Nurse at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville, Tennessee.

Art and Science Tribunal

Petitions Due by Nov. 14

3 Petition Open:
1 - for male or female with a B.S. degree. For The Correlation Committee
2 - for A & S Tribunal
   1 Junior Woman
   1 Senior Woman

Basketball Cards

Attendance cards for Bearcat home games should be picked up in the fieldhouse lobby this week, Nov. 11-15, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Presentation of Student ID Cards is required to obtain the season passes.

Visit with us

BASKETBALL CARDS

Chicago Public Schools will have a representative on campus November 22

'S6-'69 salary: $7,350 (10 months) - 10 days sick leave
   - 3 days personal leave - paid hospitalization

For information about certification procedure and teaching opportunities, arrange for an appointment at:

EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT OFFICE

60th Anniversary Sale

Now, Before the Holiday Season, Charles Again Shares Important Savings, Celebrating Our 60th Year of Men's Clothing Values

Suits

Reg. $75.00

Worsted

SLACKS

Reg. $16.95

Ties

Reg. $45 and $50

Sport Coats

Reg. $50

Turtlenecks

Reg. $2.69

Sweaters

10% OFF

Values to $4.00

- Alterations Completed In Time for the Holidays

Charles clothes

208 W. McMillian (by Shipley's)

721-5175

FREE PARKING At Clifton Parking Lot-

161 W. McMillian Street

THE ELECTRIC KOOL-AID ACID TEST

by Tom Wolfe

(regularly, $5.95)

Student Special •••

$4.75*

PAGES & PRINTS

2621 Vine (overlooking U.C.)

ACropolis 1-4055

Special ends Nov. 30,